
WARNING : YOU MUST FILL THE ORGINAL FORM IN FRENCH, DO NOT FILL AND 
SEND THIS FOLLOWING FORM as it is only made to help you fill the one in French, it will not 
be accepted by social security services !!!

ATTENDING DOCTOR NOMINATION FORM
(art L.162-5-3 from the social security code)
IMPORTANT → write surname and given names and address in capital letters

→ write numbers clearly (one per square)

Identification of the person insured and the beneficiary

the person insured :
surname :
(followed if necessary by maiden name)
given name(s) :
matriculation number :
beneficiary :
surname
(followed if necessary by maiden name)
given name(s) :
Date of birth :
address of the insured:

Identification of attending doctor

doctor or establishment 's stamp (or surname, 
given name(s) and address in capital letters)

surname and given name(s) of doctor 
employed by an establishment (in capital letters)

surname
given name(s)
identification number of the doctor to fill 
without fault                                    

Joint declaration of the attending doctor and beneficiary
the beneficiary and attending doctor agree to respect the social security dispositions of article 
L.162-5-3 from the social security code.

Beneficiary (and parents or legal tutor for under 
16s)

Attending doctor

I, the undersigned, Mr, Mrs, Miss,...

declare choosing the doctor mentioned above as 
attending doctor

I undersigned, Doctor ...

declare accepting being the attending doctor of 
the beneficiary mentioned above

Signature : Signature :

Notification signed on the :                                      

Please send this form filled and signed to your “caisse d'assurance maladie” (health insurance 
office) as soon as possible.  
The 78.17 law dated 6/1/78 modified to comply to IT related issues, files and liberty, applies to the 
answers given in this file.  



WARNING : YOU MUST FILL THE ORGINAL FORM IN FRENCH, DO NOT FILL AND 
SEND THIS FOLLOWING FORM as it is only made to help you fill the one in French, it will not 
be accepted by social security services !!!

A few tips to fill your 
“ATTENDING DOCTOR NOMINATION FORM”

The attending doctor is the doctor who knows you best and to whom you will address yourself in 
the event of health issues.  His role is also to help you address yourself to other health professionals 
if need be.

Following the reform of the health insurance law, it is demanded to every insured over 16 to 
indicate to his or her “caisse d'assurance maladie” (health insurance office) the name of the doctor 
he wishes to have and declare him as attending doctor.  This choice must be done with the doctor's 
agreement.

Children under 16 are not concerned by this.  There is nothing for them to fill.  Your attending 
doctor can be a GP or a specialist (if in a town centre).  He can also practise in a hospital or a health 
centre.

If you wish to change your attending doctor, you simply have to fill a new attending doctor 
nomination form.

How to notify your “caisse d'assurance maladie” of your choice?

If you go to your doctor for a consultation, fill this form with the doctor you have chosen.

In the rubric : “identification of the person insured and the beneficiary”:

–if you are the insured person please write in the insured section your surnames, given names, 
matriculation number and in the “beneficiary” space your date of birth.

–If you are not the one insured – spouse, 16 or over, or dependant – please write in the “the person 
insured” space the surnames, given names and matriculation number of the person you are linked to 
and write in the “beneficiary” space your surnames, given names and birth date.

–Please write the insured person's address in the provided space.

In the rubric : “identification of attending doctor” the doctor must affix his stamp or clearly write 
his surname, given name(s), address and his professional identification number in the provided 
grid.  

Both of you must then fill the “joint declaration” rubric by writing your surname and your doctor's 
surname.  

Do not forget to both sign the declaration.  If the beneficiary is between 16 and 18, one of the 
parents must also sign this form.

You have finished filling your notification / declaration form.

Check that everything is completed/filled correctly and then simply post it to your “caisse  
d'assurance maladie”.

“art L.162-5-3 – to improve health coordination, each insured or “registered person” aged 16 or over must indicate to 
his insurances regime the name of his attending doctor he has chosen with the agreement of the latter.  For those 
between 16 and 18, the attending doctor's choice supposes that at least one of the parents or the person responsible for  
the child gives his consent.  The attending doctor can be a general practician or a specialist.  He can also be a 
hospital's doctor...”
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